IOT (Internet of things) in mining
Enabling
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Imagine the real applications of IoT
At a recent event hosted by Resolve Immix, the benefits of IoT we
discussed and practical examples and case studies presented.
Opportunities with Machine Vibration Monitoring is a practical
application in industry today. Vibration Measurements is a big part of
the future of Industrial Internet of Things. It allows us to identify
anomalies and predict failure. Significant research is done in South
Africa and has resulted in the implementation of these devices. This
can be done measuring mechanical vibration (heartbeat of the
machine) or permanently installed accelerometer onto systems.
Gearbox diagnostics is another example where continuous condition
monitoring is used to detect machine faults for preventative control.
IoT devices or sensors are used replacing manual inspections, using
novel statistical anomaly detection techniques.
Other examples to avoid catastrophic failures include Damage
Identification and Condition monitoring in rotor blades & other
industrial equipment and the impact the environment has on these
assets, such as a haul road condition.
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What is IoT?
• The Internet of Things refers to a dramatic development in the
internet’s function: the fact that, even more than among people,
it now enables communication among physical objects.
• According to estimation, in 2015, not only did 75 percent of the
world’s population have access to the internet. So did some six
billion devices. The fact that there will be a global system of
interconnected computer networks, sensors, actuators, and
devices all using the internet protocol holds so much potential to
change our lives that it is often referred to as the internet’s next
generation.
• For managers, this development creates challenges both longterm and urgent. They need to envision the valuable new
offerings that become possible when the physical world is
merged with the virtual world and potentially every physical
object can be both intelligent and networked.
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• And, starting now, they must create the organizations and webbased business models that can turn these ideas into reality. xxx
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